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Abstract: As an important research content in cultural geography, the exploration and analysis of the laws of regional cultural differences has great significance for the discovery of distinctive cultures, protection of regional cultures and in-depth understanding of cultural differences. In recent years, with the “spatial turn” of sociology, scholars are paying more and more attention to the implicit spatial information in social media data and the various social phenomena and laws they reflect. One important aspect is to grasp the social cultural phenomena and its spatial distribution characteristics through the text. Using machine learning methods such as the popular natural language processing (NLP), this paper can not only extract hotspot cultural elements from text data but also accurately detect the spatial interaction pattern of some specific cultures and the characteristics of emotions towards non-native cultures. Taking the 6,128 answers to the question “what are the differences between South and North China that you never know” on the Zhihu Q&A Platform as an example, with the help of NLP, this paper has explored the cultural differences between South and North China in people’s mind. This paper probes into people’s feeling and cognition of the cultural differences between South and North China from three aspects, including spatial interaction patterns of hotspot cultural elements, components of hotspot culture and emotional characteristics under the influence of cultural differences between North and South. The study reveals that 1) people from North and South China have great differences in recognizing each other’s culture. 2) Food culture is the most popular among many cultural differences. 3) People tend to show negative attitude towards the food cultures different from their own. All these findings shed light upon the understanding of regional cultural differences and addressing cultural conflicts. In addition, this paper also provides an effective solution to the study from a macro perspective, which have been difficult for new cultural geography.
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1. Introduction

With the further development and changes of society, many new cultural phenomena are emerging. The study of social culture from the perspective of geography is receiving more and more attention from geographers. The development of cultural geography, as an important branch of human geography, has undergone a gradual process. Looking back at its development, some scholars believe it has undergone the transformation from conventional cultural geography to new cultural geography, which shall be the mainstream for cultural geography study [1,2]. Others hold that “new” or “old” are but two different study ideas [3]. This paper prefers the latter opinion. Meanwhile, the paper also believes that the bottom-up cultural view and the cultural meaning of daily lives and social practice stressed by new cultural geography are of great importance to the study of cultural geography [4,5]. In the past, studies from the perspective of new cultural geography mostly focus on
the analysis of cultural phenomena at the micro level. It seems like new cultural geography are not good at analyzing macro cultural phenomena. Some scholars even believe that the study of macro cultural phenomena from the perspective of geography has returned to the traditional cultural geography research framework [2,6,7]. A primary reason behind is that with respect to macro cultural phenomenon, it is difficult for the technologies in the past to obtain data used to express meaning, value, and discourse in a specific social context on a large scale. Yet, those are the very concerns of new cultural geography [8,9]. In recent years, with the rise of large data technology, a large number of new acquisition and analysis approaches have emerged when it comes to social data production, social and cultural data acquisition and analytical methods, providing infinite possibilities and opportunities for the macro level study of new cultural geography [7,10]. Among these social and cultural data resources, the typical ones include the social media data of Twitter, and Weibo and Zhihu. User’s opinion on a certain social phenomenon can be extracted from the large amount of social media data, or even the attitudes of specific groups toward daily life can be analyzed [11,12]. The emergence of artificial intelligence and increasingly mature machine learning technologies such as NLP provide more scientific approaches to word analysis, opinion extraction and emotion analysis, based on big data of social text[13-15]. This is no doubt good news for the macro cultural phenomenon research launched under the framework of new cultural geography.

New cultural geography stresses that culture is the product of the proactive construction of different social groups, rather than the crystallization of human civilization as identified by some experts or elites [6,7,10]. An interesting example is that from the perspective of cultural geography, the local and cross-regional differences between South and North China is primarily reflected in the cultural differences in between. From the perspective of new cultural geography, such cultural differences originate from the differences in daily life and practices, which have certain specific meanings and values. The study of how daily life has constructed individual’s experience of space and place covers several aspects, such as food, language and custom, etc. [16,17]. The particularities of the diet and customs in South and North China are precisely the carrier of the genuine local culture. In the process of crossing different regions, such as people from North come to South or the other way around, food cultures, dialect cultures are quite prominent. The question is, under the framework of new cultural geography, conflict will take place between local culture and external culture, giving birth to a series of local experience, and label some places with some certain cultural elements [18]. Then how to sense these cultural elements in daily life from bottom to the top?

In the past, cultural geographers are good at analyzing people’s impression on places through a large amount of questionnaires or interviews [19,20]. To some extent, the perception of characteristic cultural elements is mainly achieved through interviews or questionnaire data. In the same time, the theory of cultural image is introduced to cultural geography research [21]. Initially as a psychological concept, image was first proposed by American scholar Boulding in 1956 [22]. In 1965, it was introduced by Reynolds to tourism research [23]. Almost at the same time, Kevin Lynch proposed a research method for city image [24,25]. City image is people’s topic feeling on the city [26]. In its gradual development process, city image has also been extended from the physical environment of city to cultural image containing non-material elements such as city culture [27]. The two above images belong to the same concept, which is closely related to human thinking. They are the ideas and scenarios of the perceived objects in our mind. From the perspective of culture, cultural image can be treated as cultural symbol, which symbolizes the way the people perceives the culture of something. Using survey and interview data as core material, some scholars explore the connotation of tourism culture from the perspective of cultural image [28,29]. Based on cultural image, some scholars also try to study the genuine identity of ethnic culture [30]. In a word, cultural image theory has been successfully introduced to the study of cultural geography, especially the study of urban geography and tourism geography which emphasizes cultural characteristics.

In fact, the emergence of big data brings new opportunities for research related to cultural image. In recent years, based on various social media data, scholars at home and abroad have conducted many research on cultural image of cities and tourist destinations [31,32]. These social media data is featured by large size of user sample, rapid update frequency. In addition, they contain people’s true
emotions. Most of the content comes from the real feelings and opinions of people’s daily life and practice. More importantly, all these data contain location information, meaning not only the topic words can be extracted from the massive social media data, for emotion analysis, but also the extracted topic words can be positioned and spatially clustered, in a bid to realize the quantitative, automated and spatialized construction of the map of meaning and comprehensively sense the feedback on various aspects of daily life by people from different regions. What’s more, NLP has made great progress in text-based perspective extraction, topic word extraction, and semantic analysis of emotions [33-35]. There are lots of available samples used for place name extraction and type recognition, which provide data and basis methods for analysis in this paper, greatly promotes the feasibility of analysis.

The perception and analysis of cultural image based on data such as social media data complies with the research mode of new cultural geography, which emphasizes the bottom-up cultural meaning and value system stems from people’s daily life and practice. This paper adopts the geography-related topic Q&A data in Zhihu, the largest domestic Q&A platform, as main data sources, and tries to construct cognition of cultural differences between South and North China through text analysis, POS tagging, proper nouns extraction, and topic words clustering with NLP as core, and carry out emotion analysis under the influence of cultural differences between South and North China [36-38].

2. Study area and data description

This paper takes the entire territory of China as the study area, as shown in Figure 1. Since the core topic of the study is the interaction and difference of food cultures between South and North China, it is necessary to define north and south from a certain geographical perspective, so as to avoid the ambiguity of the concept of the North and South regions which may affect the analysis results. In China, there is a widely recognized North-south division line which runs through the entire East and West China [39,40], as indicated by the red line in Figure 1. As a matter of fact, the publicly recognized division line of south and north is not only substantiated and recognized objectively by geographers, but also found to be topically widely accepted by people topically [41,42].

The research data of this paper is based on 7,212 user answers to a geographic hot topic on Zhihu, “what are the differences between South and North China that you never know?” Zhihu is currently
the largest knowledge-based network Q&A community in China. According to relevant statistics, as of September 2017, Zhihu has more than 100 million registered users and 26 million active daily users. The time of data collection is February 2018. Since some of the answers were hidden due to violations of the relevant provisions of Zhihu, the actual answer data entries used in this study were 6,128, accounting for 93.23% of the total number of comments.

3. Methodology

This paper mainly includes three parts, including topic data analysis and statistics, spatial modeling and analysis of cultural topic data, and organization of geoscience information map method and its visualized expression. Topic data analysis and statistics mainly cover unsupervised word segmentation, word statistics, corpus training, word classification and statistics, etc. Spatial modeling and analysis of cultural topic data is primarily the analysis of statistics data through GIS spatial analysis and modelling, to explore its spatial distribution characteristics and laws. Finally, using geoscience information map, the cognition hotspots of the culture of south and north, and their hotspot cultural elements are visualized by way of map. And emotion analysis is performed on the words using NLP.

3.1. Text preprocessing

Regionalization In terms of preprocessing, the paper mainly introduces it from two aspects. First, Chinese word segmentation techniques. Second, removal of stop words.

Most of the replies and comments in Zhihu are Chinese-based. Words are the smallest meaningful unit of speech. Different from English words which take space as natural delimiter, Chinese takes characters as basic unit, without distinct distinguishing mark between words. Thus, word segmentation of Chinese is fundamental and essential for emotion analysis. Some of the mature Chinese word segmentation system include ICTCLAS by Chinese Academy of Sciences, IRLAS developed by Harbin Institute of Technology and SCWS developed based on C language, etc. This paper adopts the ICTCLA developed by Chinese Academy of Sciences [43] as such system have the four following features. 1) Using Cascading HMM, ICTCLAS puts Chinese lexical analysis into a unified framework, which improves the accuracy of word segmentation. 2) It supports multi-threaded calls, which improves the speed of word segmentation. 3) It can not only recognize simplified and traditional Chinese, but also supports the recognition of English and symbols. 4) It allows users to add a customized dictionary of emotion to the word segmentation dictionary to make the performance more stable.

Stop words are also know as function words, which is a class of words that have no actual meaning. In this paper, in the semantic analysis of Zhihu’s comment text, stop words refer to form words, prepositions, pronouns and other irrelevant characters, with very high or low appearance in the text. Take the frequent words such as “#”, “@”, “http://” in Zhihu text as an example, these words are all characters irrelevant to the analysis of emotion, and have no practical meaning for the study in this paper. Therefore, it is necessary to filter out the stop words before analyzing the text.

3.2. Spatial interaction patterns between different cultures

(1) Place name relation inference

Place names of China are divided into three levels. Level 1: regions (e.g. Northwest, Southeast region, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Shanghai Region), level 2: provinces (e.g. Jiangsu, Anhui) and level 3: cities (e.g. Nanjing, Chongqing, Guilin), which are used as our place name pool. Whereas, when talking about South-North differences, the text may involve a large number of place names, and the relationship between place names is complicated. The complex relationship between multiple place names makes the reasoning very challenging. Through the analysis of a large amount of Zhihu text, it is found that there are two main relationships between place names, namely, inclusion relation and parallel relation. Next, taking the real text content of Zhihu as an example, this paper briefly explains how to reason the relationship between place names. E.g. Heilongjiang, Northeast, North in Table 1
are in inclusion relation, while Beijing, Xi’an, Suzhou, Nanjing, Xiamen in Table 2 belong to parallel relation.

**Table 1. Sample of extraction of place names with inclusion relation.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zhihu text</td>
<td>I’m from <strong>Guangdong</strong>. What struck me the most when I lived in <strong>Heilongjiang</strong> was that when I passed a food street while hanging out with a friend from North ….</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place name extraction</td>
<td>Guangdong, Heilongjiang, North</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place name analysis</td>
<td>The text contains 3 place name information, out of which only one belongs to south, and according to the semantics, the place name is an origin place. The remaining two names related to North are in an inclusion relation (North&gt;Heilongjiang), and based on semantics, belong to destination place. Therefore, according to the principle of accuracy, the place name of the text can be determined as (Guangdong, Heilongjiang). According to the direct preposition “from” between Guangdong and Heilongjiang, it can be inferred that that the Cantonese headed for Heilongjiang.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final result</td>
<td>(Guangdong ➔ Heilongjiang)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2. Sample of extraction of parallel place names.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zhihu text</td>
<td>I’m from <strong>Harbin</strong>, before I went to <strong>Beijing</strong> for university, I have never been out of my hometown, which has limited my experience. However, wherever I go, I am used to local food. For example, I had noodles for several days in <strong>Xi’an</strong>, and I’m still thinking of the noodle that I had at a stall midnight. When I went to <strong>Xiamen</strong> for the first time, I exclaimed how delicious was the seafood even for me, who barely had any seafood before for 20 years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place name extraction</td>
<td>Harbin, Beijing, Xi’an, Xiamen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place name analysis</td>
<td>The text contains 4 place names, out of which, only one is an origin place. The remaining 3 names are in parallel relations and all belong to destination place. Therefore, it can be inferred that this text is about a Harbin people’s comment on the foods of another three cities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final result</td>
<td>(Harbin ➔ Beijing), (Harbin ➔ Xi’an), (Harbin ➔ Xiamen)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2) Classification of hot cultural topics

Topic classification can effectively detect the hidden information behind massive texts, and has important significance for text information detection such as topic detection and text classification. LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) is a document topic model which includes three level, namely, document, topic and word. The model can identify latent topic information in large document sets or corpus using unsupervised machine learning techniques [44, 45]. The main idea is to treat each document as a mixed distribution of all topics, and each topic as a probability distribution over the word. The process of generating a text by LDA model is as follows:

1) Sampling from the Dirichlet distribution whose hyperparameter is $\alpha$ to generate the topic distribution $\theta_i$ of document $d_i$.

2) Perform the following three operations to each word in $d_i$. First, sampling from the multinomial distribution $\theta_i$ that represents topic to generate its corresponding topic $Z_{ij}$. Second, sampling from the Dirichlet distribution whose hyperparameter is $\beta$ to generate topic $Z_{ij}$’s corresponding word distribution $\psi_{z_{ij}}$. Third, sampling from the multinomial distribution $\psi_{z_{ij}}$ representing words to generate word $W_{ij}$.

This paper uses the topic class identified by LDA as the input of emotion analysis of Zhihu user, and employs Topic Coherence index evaluate the topic quality of LDA modeling [46].
Coherence obtains a score for topic by calculating the semantic similarity between high-score words in a topic, specifically,  \( \text{coherence}(V) = \sum_{(v_i,v_j) \in V} \text{score}(v_i, v_j, \epsilon) \). \( V \) is the set of words describing a topic, \( \epsilon \) is a smoothing factor to ensure that the returned score is a real number. In addition, this paper also employs UMass topical coherence evaluation method proposed by Mimno et al. to evaluate topic quality \[ 47]. The equation of UMass score is \( \text{score}(v_i, v_j, \epsilon) = \log \frac{D(v_i,v_j) + \epsilon}{D(v_j)} \). Where \( D(v_i, v_j) \) is the total number of Weibo text containing word \( v_i \) and \( v_j \), \( D(v) \) is the total number of Weibo text containing word \( v_j \). This paper uses Topic Coherence score to determine the most appropriate number of topics \[ 46].

After processing and analysis based on the LDA model, we found that the differences between North and South mainly include staple foods, snacks, salutations, tastes, clothing, accents, weather, festivals, etc., and some of these topics can be merged, such as staple foods, snacks, tastes, etc. can be combined as diet. So on and so forth, the paper divides relevant topics into 15 categories, such as location, geographical object, place name, animal, dialect, costume, climate, emotion, body parts, body characteristics, life, lifestyle, time, diet and plant, as shown in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topics</td>
<td>words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>location</td>
<td>6085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>geography object</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>place name</td>
<td>27084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>animal</td>
<td>1450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dialect</td>
<td>2966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>costume</td>
<td>1907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>climate</td>
<td>6063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emotion</td>
<td>6297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>body parts</td>
<td>1354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>human figure</td>
<td>534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>living habit</td>
<td>6474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>living goods</td>
<td>3072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>time</td>
<td>4373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>food</td>
<td>39548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plant</td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(3) Emotion analysis

After Zhihu’s topic is created by the forum administrator, only the netizens interested in the topic will respond or comment, so most of the responses and comments are related to the topic. Correctly extracting the sentiment words in the evaluation is the key to emotion analysis. The dictionary method is one of the most important methods of emotion analysis. The basic idea is to use sentences as research units, and separately perform emotion analysis of each sentence in an article, and then summarize and analyze all sentiment words to determine whether the emotion in the article is positive or not. If positive sentiment outweighs negative sentiment, the comment is determined as positive, otherwise it is negative. In order to make the results more accurate, we score the words in the dictionary. Scores for positive sentiments are set as positive values, such as like, good, willing to try, agree with, etc. Score for negative sentiments are set as negative value, e.g., dislike, tastes awful, hard to understand, horrified, oppose, etc. The value of words showing neutral attitude is set as zero, such as neutral, doesn’t care, not interested, etc. In addition, different words show different intensity of sentiment, and the stronger the sentiment, the greater the absolute value.
In the dictionary method, the most important thing is the selection of dictionary of sentiment words and the identification of new words. In order to improve analysis accuracy, this paper adopts BosonNLP_sentiment_score, whose each entry consists of word and score [48]. The words and scores are derived from millions of sentiment annotated data from data sources such as Weibo, news, forums, etc. and have recorded a wide range of non-standardized terms such as new online words. After obtaining the sentiment score of the comments regarding food cultural differences between North and South China on Zhihu, we can get a quadruplet consists of origin, destination, food and score. Origin represents the person's hometown, destination indicates the place which the person commented on, food is the object of evaluation, score is the score of the corresponding sentiment.

4. Results

The analysis results mainly include three parts, including spatial distribution pattern of cultural interaction between North and South, hot cultural topics, and analysis of the emotional characteristics of food cultural differences between North and South. The first part mainly analyzes which areas are more concerned and mentioned by people. The second part hot cultural topics extract topic words using NLP, and find out topics with high frequency topic words, and select the elements related to culture as the hot cultural characteristics. Analysis of emotion characteristics is to classify and analyze the sentiment-related topic words, and analyze the emotion polarity category of each word, so as to quantitatively analyze the influence (positive and negative) degree of the North-South cultural differences on people.

4.1 Spatial distribution pattern of cultural interaction between North and South

Analysis reveals that, the cultural concept of South-North division line is not fixed. It can be both the widely quoted objective South-North division line, which was proposed by China’s geographers and widely accepted by people and the subjective division line. For example, Guangdong and Jiangsu all belong to South. Yet some Cantonese believe they are the real Southerners, and in their eyes, Jiangsu belongs to North. Another example is, in the mind of the people from Northwest, Shandong located in North China belongs to South. Thus, in the analysis of cultural interaction between South and North and its hotspot flow pattern, this paper performs analysis from two aspects, namely, objective and subjective analysis of the cultural interactions between South and North and its hotspot flow pattern. Objectively, the analysis primarily focuses on the detection of the cultural interaction hotspot flow pattern of the areas on both side of the division line, as shown in Figure 3(a). Subjectively, the analysis focuses on the internal hotspot flow patterns on both sides of the division line, as shown in Figure 2(b) and Figure 2(c).

Figure 2 (a) shows 5 hot cultural interaction zones in the North, which are respectively Beijing at city-level, Henan at province-level, and North, Northwest, North China and Northeast at region-level. Also the figure shows 4 hot zones in the South, which are Jiangsu, Sichuan and Guangdong at province-level, and South at region-level. An interesting finding of such grading and hotspot detection is that most of the hotspot zones in the North are at region-level type, while those in the South are mostly at province-level. The further study of the pattern between hotspot zones in the North and South reveals some interesting laws. Two primary interaction patterns are found, namely, discrete interaction flow pattern and aggregate interaction flow pattern. Some people answered the questions by directly using the general terms of South and North to describe the differences between South and North, but the flow patterns they form are different. E.g. as shown in Figure 2 (a), the orange hotspot representing North forms a relatively discrete hotspot interaction flow pattern with South, while the purple hotspot representing South forms a more aggregated flow pattern with North. For other South and North hotspots, such as the Southeast in the North forms aggregate flow pattern with Guangdong in the South, while Guangdong forms relatively discrete pattern with other spots in the North.

Compared with Figure 2(a), which indicates the objective South-North differences and their cultural interaction hotspot flow pattern, Figure 2(b) and Figure 2(c) shows objective differences and cultural interaction hotspot flow pattern. Figure 2 (b) shows the interaction flow patterns among the
regions north of the division line. Figure 2(c) shows the interaction flow patterns among the regions south of the division line. Figure 2(b) shows that Northeast, which belong to North, forms strong interaction flow pattern with North China interaction flow pattern. And Northwest forms strong interaction pattern with North China and Henan respectively. Compared with Figure 2(b), more hotspot zones are formed in Figure 2(c). What’s more interesting is that among all strong hotspot interaction flow patterns, Guangdong has formed a strong hotspot flow pattern with almost all other hotspot zones, which is consistent with the view of Cantonese that except for Guangdong, all regions belong to North.

![Objective cultural interaction flow pattern in North China](image1)

![Topic cultural interaction flow pattern in North China](image2)

![Subjective cultural interaction flow pattern in the South](image3)

**Figure 2.** Objective and subjective South and North and its cultural interaction flow pattern.

### 4.2 Hotspot cultural topics

16 categories of topics were obtained using NLP for topic words extraction. The type number, topic category, word example and the ratio of the number of topic words to the total number of topic words of each topic are shown in Table 3. Some of these topic categories are strongly related to culture, such as diet, dialect, etc. Some are less relevant to culture, such as climate, plants, etc. Next, the paper briefly discusses some topics with higher frequency. Table 3 suggests that diet-related topics strongly associated with culture account for 37% of total topic words. Apparently, the differences in food culture between South and North, which people have profound experience in daily life, are most concerned by people. The second topic with most topic words is palace name, which partly reflects the fact that conversation regarding diet is related to geography. The high frequency of emotional words indicates that people tend to express their attitudes when talking about differences between South and North. In addition, there are many topics regarding lifestyle and climate and environment, meaning the difference in this respect between South and North are also widely concerned by people. The frequency of animal-related topics is higher than that related to plant, which may be because people interact more with animals, leading to people’s deeper impression of animals.

### 4.3 Analysis of emotional characteristics based on cultural differences of food between North and South
Whether the attitude of people from South to the food culture of North, or the other way around, or even the attitude of people from North and South toward their own food culture will show positive, negative or neutral emotions. According to the analysis in the previous section, cultural differences of food between North and South is the most popular topic. Thus, we mainly analyzed the emotional characteristics under the influence of food cultural differences between South and North. The results are shown in Figure 3. We mainly analyzed southerners’ attitude towards the food culture in North, and northerners’ attitude towards the food culture in South and the attitude of people from both South and North towards their own food culture (marked as others in the Figure). Their respective percentage is shown in Figure 3(b), which shows that people from North and South discussed little about their own food culture, accounting for only 8% of all results. The extraction results of the other two types are mainly analyzed here. Figure 3 (a) and (c) are respectively the ratio diagram of southerner’s emotions to food culture of North, and northerner’s emotions to food culture of South. Figure3 (a) suggests most southerners show negative emotions towards the food culture of North, accounting for around 67%. Positive and neutral emotions account for similarity of small percentage, which are 17% and 16%, respectively. The percentage of three emotions of northerners towards the food culture in south, as shown in Figure3(c), are similar to Figure 3(a), indicating that when people face a different food culture than their own, they tend to show resistance.

![Figure 3](https://example.com/figure3.png)

**Figure 3.** Emotion ratio pie chart under the influence of cultural differences between North and South.

The above analysis only shows the emotional characteristics under the influence of food culture differences, but cannot detect the spatial distribution patterns and relationships of various emotions. Thus, we try to construct emotion flow map, in order to reveal spatial distributions and spatial interaction patterns of different types of emotions through spatial visualization. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the spatial distributions and interaction patterns of the three emotions of southerners towards the food culture of North, and of northerners towards the food culture of South, respectively. Each emotion flow map consists of several emotion flows, and each emotion flow consists of three elements, including the origin region node of the flow, the destination region node of the flow, and the connection line between the flow. The color of the line indicates the strength of such emotional flow. When referring to South and North, some people are used to adopting the name of the city, while others use the name of the province, and more people directly refer to the regional name for South and North. In the figure, Yellow indicates the province or city in the North while blue indicates the province or city in the South. Orange is the general terms of the entire zone, which is located at the center of the North. Purple is the general term of South. It is located at the center of the entire South. Just as mentioned before, as many people use ”North” and ”South” to refer to the North and South of China, in each emotion flow map, the flow pattern between North and South are strong.

As can be observed in Figure 4 (a), Shanxi people show strong positive emotion towards the food of Guangdong, other strong positive emotions include Shaanxi’s emotion to Jiangsu, and Xi’an’s emotion to Jiangsu, etc. Figure 4 (b) shows that, compared with the positive emotions in Figure 4 (a), its coverage is even broader. What’s more interesting is that compared with the remaining North, Northeast shows more negative emotions towards the food of South, and many North regions show negative emotions toward foods in Guangdong and Shanghai. Compared with Figure 4(a) and Figure 4 (b), Few northerners have a neutral attitude towards the food culture in the South, as shown in
Figure 4 (c). All in all, whether it is positive emotion or negative emotion, Guangdong is the most concerned province, which not only has strong flow patterns, but also has a wider influence on North, in terms of food culture.

As shown in Figure 5(a), apart from the strong positive emotion flow between the generally referred South and North, other pronounced positive emotions are shown by the hinterland area of the South towards the food culture of North, namely central south area, such as Hunan and Hubei, etc. In comparison, there is only a few discussions about southerners’ positive attitude towards the food culture in Northwest. Discussion of Northeast also mainly focuses on the Yangtze River Delta, which is near Northeast. Compared with Figure 5 (a), South regions which show negative emotions to the food culture of North are mainly coastal regions such as Shanghai, Zhejiang, Guangdong and Hainan, etc. By comparing Figure 5(a) with Figure 5(b), it can be found that whether the discussions are with positive or negative attitude, such discussions are mainly in Northeast, Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region and Beijing. The main reason for such pattern in Beijing and Northeast is the large number of colleges and universities and developed economy [49,50]. In comparison, Inner Mongolia trails in terms of colleges and universities and economy. However, as Inner Mongolia is a tourist destination with distinctive ethnic characteristics and amazing grassland landscape, such pattern is formed. Figure 5(c) indicates that, except for the emotion flow pattern between the generally referred South and North, Guangdong’s neutral attitude flow towards Northeast is strong.
(a) Flow map of positive emotion.  
(b) Flow map of negative emotion.  
(c) Flow map of neutral emotion.

Figure 5. Emotion flow map of people from south to north of China.

5. Discussion and conclusion

5.1. Discussion

(1) Fuzziness of symbol of place names

Although this paper extracts the place names in the text accurately, the diversity and inaccuracy of the expressions by users may lead to some deviations in terms of the scale of the extracted place names. In addition, it is difficult for the current NLP to extract place names in various forms completely and correctly. The two reasons result in the certain fuzziness of symbol of place names extracted in this study. For instance, in describing the differences between South and North, a user from Shenyang (city), Liaoning (province), Northeast China, may use various expressions to refer to his/her residence, such as Shenyang (city), Liaoning (province), Northeast China or even directly North, which may lead to the issue of polysemy and multi-scale for the same place name. In the study in this paper, specific place names are employed to be consistent with the most specific place name symbol used by the respondent.

(2) Precision of semantic parsing

Sometimes, some texts use a place from South to compare with multiple Northern places when expressing the cultural differences between North and South, or vice versa, or even use multiple Northern places to compared with multiple Southern places. The first two situations can be well addressed, using the solution as described in section 3.1, which has provided specific explanations and examples. Regarding the third situation, we have adopted a generalized approach, namely, if multiple places belong to the same administrative area at upper level, then this administrative area at upper level is used instead. Although such treatment has, to some extent, addressed the issue, its mainly drawback is the reduction of location accuracy of place name.

5.2. Conclusion and future direction

This paper takes the cultural differences between South and North China as perception target and takes the 6,128 answers to the question “what are the differences between South and North China that you never know” on Zhihu- the biggest knowledge Q&A platform of China, as main data source. The paper analyzes and extracts all the words in the texts using NLP, with a focus on place names, words related to culture, and emotional words. In addition, the paper collects the statistics and analyzes the hotspot interaction flow patterns, hotspot cultural elements and main emotions of the differences between North and South using clustering. The main conclusions are as below.

In the book the Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of World Order[51], Samuel Huntington, Professor of International Relations of Harvard University, believes that the reason behind the conflicts between countries and regions in today’s world is not the conflicts between religions and economy, but the conflicts between different cultures. The core view of this theory is when people
from different regions have conflicts due to differences in customs, diet habits, etc., they should learn as much as possible about each other’s cultures, so as to understand the cultural differences and promote identity recognition. Besides, the interaction and clash of cultures will facilitate the spread and integration of cultures.

The study results of this paper suggest that, firstly, people from South has a fuzzy identification of the cultural boundary of North, and tend to use larger scale to describe the shared cultural characteristics of North. On the contrary, people from North tend to use more specific and areas with smaller scope to define the cultural characteristics of South, which indicates the difference of cognition of each other’s culture between people from South and North. Secondly, the analysis of hotspot topic words related to the differences between South and North reveals that the differences of food culture is the most concerned topic, showing that food culture plays an essential role in culture production in people’s daily life. Finally, the analysis of people’s emotions to each other’s food culture reveals that people from both South and North tend to show negative emotions to each other’s food culture. This shows that when different cultures interact, in most situations, conflicts will appear rather than appreciation of each other’s culture. However, instead of coming into being naturally, cultures are generated under the influence of social environment, meaning that as long as people understand more about a certain culture, they will inevitably adapt to or even accept the culture in a subtle way.

This paper has made efforts to the application of new data of cultural cognition and quantitative analysis method. Yet there are still some shortcomings and it is urgent to carry out research on cultural significance, value judgment and even emotional attachment and identity of relevant cultural elements, from the perspective of new cultural geography. For example, further analysis can specifically tell which characteristics belong to the cultural symbols of North and which belong to South, and detect each emotional word is generated in which cross-region process. All these require further study.
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